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PROJECT  BG051PO001 – 7.0.01 – 0127 – С0001 
„ANALYSIS AND  APPLYING OF TRAINING MODELS TO 
INTERPRETERS-GUIDES  FOR  WORK WITH DEAFBLIND PERSONS
TOWARDS INCREASING THEIR SOCIAL INTEGRATION”

The project is funded by the Operational Program "Human Resources Development"
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Theme of the International Conference:
"Participation and inclusion into society. Efficient communication as a way of overcoming the social isolation of the persons with deafblindnes"	
- Plenary session 4 
“Methodology for training of interpreters-guides in alternative methods of communication”
Lecturer: Anna Roydeva,  expert in the project, special educator in “Helen Keller” National centre for rehabilitation of the deafblind within the National Association of the Deafblind in Bulgaria (NADbBg).
Following a 5-day meeting to exchange experiences with colleagues from Hungary - Dorotya Kiralihidi and Edda Kedvesh and 3-day pilot training of Bulgarian guide- interpreters under the supervision of Sanna Paasonen from Finland, was prepared Bulgarian version of the methodology for training of guide- interpreters in alternative methods of communication.
The goal that we set is related to the preparation of most accessible manual for guide-interpreters for deafblind which covers optimum amount of information and illustrative material presenting basic knowledge required for the interpretation and guidance services necessary for deafblind individuals.
Conditionally the methodology can be divided into three parts.
The first section presents the definition of blind-deafness; the essence of interpretation of deaf-blind and the main rules for communication with deaf-blind persons:
Definition:
Deaf-blindness is a condition combining minimal or no visual field with minimal or no hearing. Deaf-blindness impedes communication and development. It requires the development of tailored training programs.
Deaf-blindness may be a combination of:
	 remaining residual vision and hearing,

 blindness and residual hearing
 complete deafness and residual vision,
 total blind-deafness.

Interpretion  for deaf-blind:
Interpreting for deaf-blind is necessary for their full participation, equality and independence in society. Interpreting for deaf-blind combines three integrated elements:
	 Interpretation

 Directing / navigation / escort
 Description of the surrounding environment

Rules for communicating with deaf-blind persons:
 Establish contact with the deaf-blind by touching his arm or shoulder.
 Use a light touch, keep your hand for a while, do not remove it immediately.
 Introduce yourself to the deaf-blind each time you communicate with him.
 Direct communication with deaf-blind.
 Informing the deaf-blind person of the surrounding environment and the current situation.
If necessary  be left alone for a while, it is right to be warned about this.
Revealing that something is not understood, encourage deaf-blind to be more clear and specific.
Avoid communicating with deaf-blind when he is eating.
Preliminary negotiation and understanding of the meaning of each gesture used.

Besides the above rules, an important aspect of an effective communication are the conditions under which it takes place:
Factors to communicate with people with tunnel vision:
 The distance between the subjects - we need to negotiate with the personal with tunnel vision the optimal  distance that he focuses our hands and face .
Illumination -  the deaf-blind person must be facing the light source when conversing.
Use of sign language adapted to the individual needs of visual field - can be done through the technique of tracking / capture of wrists /. Thus the  sign gestures always fall within the field of sight of the deaf-blind.
The use of contrast images improves the perception of objects and text by persons with visual impairments.

Rules for guiding:
 The guide needs to ask which side will be more comfortable for the deaf-blind.
 Depending on the height of the guide, the blind-deaf grasp his shoulder or his elbow.
 It is mandatory that the guide is half a step ahead, so that the deaf-blind person  can follow the route  changes by the movement of the guide’s body.
 The guide should not be located behind the deaf-blind and trying to navigate him from behind.
 An accessible  option for determining the position of people and objects to deaf-blind in the environment is the comparison with clock arrows position. The same can also be used when eating. 

Indication of a seating position:
It is enough to guide the hand of deaf-blind to the chair.
Or to slide it along the chair back to the  the armrest / if there is any /.
It is necessary indicate  the distance between chair and the table.

Up and down stairs:
Deaf-blind holds  the arm or shoulder of the guide.
The guide is always moving a step ahead.
Signal: guide raises his shoulder.
Passing through a narrow space:
The deaf-blind person is warned by a prearranged signal for an upcoming obstacle.
When passing through a narrow space the guide walks just in front of the  deaf-blind and they both move up in the same pace.
Passing through doors:
After a predetermined tactile sign,  specifying  forthcoming door crossing , the guide opens the door and they both pass.
The deaf-blind slides his hand along the door, finds the  handle and closes the door. 

In the second part of the methodology  are presented factors in selecting  a method for communication, background information, diagrams and pictures of the communication methods.
Factors for selection of method of communication: 
	When choosing a suitable way of communication is necessary to take into account the following factors:
Vision: etiology of visual impairment, vision for the future - is there a tendency to for  progressive vision loss, what is the visual acuity, what is the central and peripheral visual field.
Hearing: is there residual hearing or completely deafness. If there is residual hearing, what is the etiology of the hearing impairment, what is the prognosis for the future - is there a tendency for progressive hearing loss, does the deafblind person uses hearing aid, if  so, for how long and what is the assessment of the benefit of use of the  hearing aids if not - for what reason  was it  decided not to use hearing aid. The awareness of the auditory condition of deaf-blind will assist in the selection of hearing ornon-hearing form of communication.

Motor skills: the presence of gross and fine motor skills is essential in the use of many forms of communication, especially in the choice of sign language as the primary means of communication. It requires good fine motor skills, and their absence is a clear indication of the inability to use the manual form of communication.
Block method
Widely available method of communication.
Essence: Write with the tip of the index finger  block letters on the smooth part of the palm.
Letters are always scribed in one and the same way in order to facilitate their understanding.
At the end of each  worda sign should be made for the  differentiation of the next word, placing a palm on the hand  of the deaf-blind.
When an error is made – to erase we use by the palm of the deaf-blind.
Variants of writing
1. Interpreter written letters with his own finger.
2. Holding the hand of deaf-blind and using his finger as a pen.
Tactile plum and / or tactile sign language
Where predrecheva deafness and later manifested / acquired visual impairment, tactile plum and / or tactile sign language is the most natural option for communication.
Tactile sign language is a method in which the deaf-blind puts his hands on the arms of the "speaker".
When switching from a standard plum to touch his interpreter option is necessary to examine the optimal perception of hand position for each daktilemite / letters of the alphabet palm-/.

Variants of writing
1. The interpreter writes the letters with his own finger.
2. Holding the hand of deaf-blind and using his finger as a pen.
Tactile /Dactyl / or tactile sign language
In cases of pre-speech deafness and later acquired visual impairment, the tactile dactyl  and / or the tactile sign language is the most natural option for communication.
Tactile sign language is a method in which the deaf-blind puts his hands on the arms of the "speaker".
When switching from a standard dactyl to its tactile version it is necessary to examine the optimal perception of hand position for each dactyl signs / letters of the palm alphabet/.
LORM
Lorm is the only method of communication for deaf-blind created by deaf-blind person.
Hieronymus Lorm is an Austrian who became deaf-blind at the age of  15 years and developed the method in the 19th century.It is based on the techniques of linear slides and touches on  points on the fingers and the palm of the deaf-blind.
For adaptation in  Bulgarian, the optimum positions were adopted as follows (in brackets are marked Latin equivalents according to the original version created by Lorm):
and (a), f (f) and (i), O (o), y (u) – dot markings on the fingertips following in order from thumb to baby finger
t (t), b (b), e (d), d (g), x (h), l (l) – for the first five letters: linear slides along the fingers in sequence from thumb to baby finger;
with the letter "l" - the line is prolonged in the middle of the palm
m (n), n (n) – dot marks, respectively bottom right hand and top right palm
in (v) - dot marks on the soft area under the thumb
p (p) – the index slides in the crease between the thumb and forefinger
p (r) – tapping at  the lower part of the palm
k (k) - the tips of the five finger are collected and placed in the center of the palm of the deaf-blind
c (s) – a roundaboutwith  all the fingers on the palm
я, ю - short lines on the upper tips, respectively  of the thumb and baby finger
h (z), g - diagonal lines on the palm
з/ H - from upper left corner to the bottom right hand
ц (c)  - from the lower left corner to the upper right hand ;
w (c) - a point in the base of the palm
ч - two points close to the base of the palm
j (j) - pressing the top phalanx on the middle finger
y (sch) - covering the hand / both gesture "friend" /
nb - covering the palm and pulling out
u (f) - compression of the index and middle finger together
The speed reaches up to five characters per second.
The method has a higher degree of conditionality and requires good cognitive abilities. 
Haptic communication 
"Haptic" derives from Greek term Haptikos, which is related with the sense of touch. By this method, the deaf-blind recreates a mental image of the shape and boundaries of the environment.
The haptic communication is a type of descriptive system and is used by the interpreters of the deaf-blind in order to provide them with fast and detailed information about the surrounding environment, external or internal space in which it is located, the people who are around him and their actions at the time . The interpreters submit pre-arranged signal and haptic signs, drawing maps on their back and the surroundings.
When using haptic communication we need to consider that t everyone has different preferences with regard to pressure of touches/signals you use. Certain signals one person perceives as weak, while another person may perceive these signals as painful.
The five neutral zones to be used for haptic communication:
1. Shoulder / upper arm - used for different language signals to indicate the names, positions, etc. The section between the elbow and the shoulder is used to indicate the height (level) and size.
2. Upper back or the entire back - used for drawing  maps of the surrounding environment, such as room (small space) or surrounding (large indoor and outdoor areas). The upper part of the back between the shoulders is mainly used to indicate the direction. Thus haptics is used except for the transmission of information, and for guiding  the deaf-blind. Along the spine is "straight on " and "right / left" is indicated when the hand is diverted to the right or left shoulder blade. Placing his hand on the shoulder is a signal for "stop."
3. Hand as a proforma  for the face - arm can be used to transmit facial expressions as well as the creation of maps for locating objects in our environment. It is used in the same way as the back. Besides this function the arm/hand serves to answer as "yes", "no", "wait", "what" and spell out names, words, etc.
4. At the front of the knee, on its outer side - this neutral zone is used in the sitting position. It produces feedback to express the emotions of the other players at the table - smiling, laughing, etc.
5. Step by step - used to answer "yes" or "no." 
Total communication
(The term is borrowed from the method of training for deaf people)
Deaf-blind people use every opportunity to communicate with others, and serve a variety of shapes and combine them into a single communication system that includes a variety of means.
It is a simultaneous use of speech and sign language, gestures, natural, conversational and  sign language, dactyl and  use of residual hearing (and vision) and etc.to improve the process of communication.

Since some of the methods have not been used with deaf-blind persons from Bulgaria, they are to be verified and modified if necessary according to their individual needs.
The inclusion of adapted methods to the  Bulgarian language methods,which  have not been used with deaf-blind Bulgarians, aims at the establishment and systematization of methods as a starting point from which  then new methods can be added or removed ineffectively by the  deaf-blind persons themselves.

In the third part of the methodology is presented a brief code of ethics:
1. Every human being has the right to information.
2. Deaf-blind are entitled  to make their own decisions.
3. Deaf-blind are entitled to know all the available information.
4. Confidentiality.
5. Deaf-blind have the right to choose their interpreter.
6. Deaf-blind have the right to choose the method of communication.
7. Objective interpretation 
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